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Abstract.We implement the method developed in [1] to construct the most general parametrised
action for linear cosmological perturbations of bimetric theories of gravity. Specifically, we
consider perturbations around a homogeneous and isotropic background, and identify the
complete form of the action invariant under diffeomorphism transformations, as well as the
number of free parameters characterising this cosmological class of theories. We discuss, in
detail, the case without derivative interactions, and compare our results with those found in
massive bigravity.
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1 Introduction
This paper is a follow-up of the work presented in [1], in which we developed a method
for constructing parametrised actions for linear cosmological perturbations for a given class
of gravity theories, invariant under particular gauge symmetries. Our method allows us to
describe a broad range of theories on cosmological scales in a unified manner, and enables us to
ultimately test and compare the viability of gravity theories by constraining the parametrised
actions with relevant observational data such as the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
or measures of Large Scale Structure (LSS) such as weak lensing and galaxy redshift surveys.
Our proposal contributes to ongoing work by a number of groups who have focused on linear
perturbation theory in scalar-tensor theories and other variants of modified gravity [2–12].
The method in [1] is general and systematic and thus can be applied to a wide range
of cases. In [1] we applied it to scalar-tensor and vector-tensor gravity theories. We showed
that the form of the quadratic action, crucially, depends on the gauge transformation prop-
erties of any extra fields that may arise in a modified gravity theory, and for this reason
the parametrised action can be very different depending on the field content of gravity. For
instance, for diffeomorphism-invariant scalar-tensor theories there are only four free param-
eters determining the general form of the quadratic action for cosmological perturbations,
whereas for vector-tensor theories there are ten.
In order to extend previous work, and construct a parametrised model that spans as
large a swathe of the landscape of gravitational theories as possible, in this paper we apply
the method to diffeomorphism-invariant bimetric theories. We show that, around homoge-
neous and isotropic backgrounds, the most general quadratic action is determined by 29 free
parameters, and propagates at most four scalar degrees of freedom (DoFs). However, if we
do not allow derivative interactions between both metrics, the number of free parameters
simplifies greatly, reducing to three. Furthermore, if we focus on actions that propagate
only one DoF, the action has only two free parameters. Lately, bimetric theories have been
studied extensively in a cosmological context [13–72], and in this paper we show that we can
recover the specific cases of massive bigravity [73–75] and Eddington-inspired Born Infeld
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(EiBI) theory [64, 76], as bimetric theories encompassed by the parametrisation found. Due
to the no-go theorem for ghost-free Lorentz-invariant bimetric theories with derivative inter-
actions in [77], we devote most of the work in this paper to study non-derivative interactions,
although we briefly discuss derivative interactions in the appendix.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we first review the method developed
in [1], and explain in detail how to implement it to bigravity theories, focusing on scalar
perturbations. In Section 3 we present the results of the method in the specific case when
the two metrics do not have any derivative interaction. We analyse the number of physical
scalar DoFs propagating and the number of free parameters determining the general structure
of this action. We also compare with massive bigravity and corroborate results found in
previous works. Finally, in Section 4 we summarise and discuss the findings of this paper.
2 Parametrising bimetric theories
In this section we summarise the method developed in [1] and then show how to apply it
to bimetric theories. The objective of the method is to obtain a general, local, quadratic
action for linear cosmological perturbations for a class of gravitational theories, with a given
field content and gauge symmetries. This action will be expressed in terms of parameters
–functions of the background– in such a way that specific forms for the parameters lead to
the action of a specific gravity theory. For simplicity, in what follows, we will be assuming
a known form for the matter sector which couples to gravity, although it is straightforward
to relax this assumption. We perform the following three steps to find the aforementioned
parametrised action:
1. Set up: Assume a given number and type of fields present in the theory (gravity
and matter). Define an ansatz for the cosmological background, and consider linear
perturbations for each field around that background. Finally, choose a set of gauge
symmetries that will leave the quadratic action invariant.
2. General action: Construct the most general local quadratic gravitational action, given
the field content established in Step 1. Consider a set of perturbed building blocks δ~Θ,
containing all the derivatives of the gravitational perturbation fields, up to a given
maximum order. Use the building blocks to write down all possible quadratic terms,
and construct the most general quadratic gravitational action S
(2)
G by adding each one
of these terms multiplied by an, a priori, free parameter (i.e. unknown function of the
background). The resulting gravitational action will contain all possible interactions
between the perturbation fields. Finally, form the known matter content, calculate the
quadratic matter action S
(2)
m to get the total quadratic action S
(2)
G + S
(2)
m determining
the evolution of linear cosmological perturbations.
3. Gauge invariance: Find the most general linearly gauge-invariant quadratic action
for perturbations. Consider the total action S
(2)
G + S
(2)
m from Step 2, and impose in-
variance under the desired gauge symmetries set in Step 1. In order to do this, find
the Noether identities associated to the gauge symmetries: there will be one for each
gauge parameter. Then, from each Noether identity, find the Noether constraints as-
sociated, which will, in general, be linear ordinary differential equations of the free
parameters in S
(2)
G . Finally, solve the system of Noether constraints and replace the
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results in S
(2)
G . The resulting gravitational action will satisfy the Noether identities
and, as consequence, be gauge-invariant under the desired symmetries.
After performing these three steps, we will obtain the most general gravitational action
for a class of theories, determined by a given field content and set of gauge symmetries,
up to a maximum number of derivatives. From this result it is straightforward to identify
the number of free parameters describing the linear cosmological evolution of the universe
for these theories, and the number of physical, propagating, DoFs. In addition, from this
action, we are able to constrain the free parameters with observational data and automatically
translate these constraints into constraints on the gravitational theories.
Before applying the steps to bimetric theories, we clarify that, for simplicity, we have
slightly modified Step 2 compared to the one presented in [1]. As shown in [1], in Step 2
the free parameters can be expressed as functional derivatives of the unknown underlying
(non-linear) gravity theory. This is an interesting feature of the method as the parameters
are related to characteristics of the fundamental theory, which is useful when building viable
non-linear gravitational theories out of observational constraints on the parameters. However,
in this paper we have skipped that part of Step 2, and thus we will not give such relations
between the free parameters and the underlying gravity theory.
We now implement the previous method for bigravity theories. We show each one of
the three steps in detail.
Step 1: Consider a gravitational theory composed of two rank-2 tensor fields (or metrics)
gAµν (with A = {1, 2}), coupled to some additional matter fields. We focus on linear pertur-
bations around a homogeneous and isotropic cosmological background. The tensor degrees
of freedom arise from the following metrics:
gAµν = g¯Aµν + δgAµν , (2.1)
where g¯Aµν describes the background of both metrics A = 1 and A = 2, assumed to be
spatially-flat FRW metrics with line elements given by:
ds21 = −dt2 + a(t)2d~x2, ds22 = −N¯(t)2dt2 + b(t)2d~x2. (2.2)
Here a and b are the scale factors of the metrics, and we have also introduced a non-trivial
lapse term N¯ for metric 2, as in general both metrics cannot be brought into the standard
form with trivial shifts at the same time. Since we do not know what the underlying gravity
theory is, the background functions a, b and N¯ are considered to be free functions of time.
In addition, δgAµν are small first-order perturbations around the given background, which
generally depend on space and time.
For simplicity and concreteness, we will assume that metric 1 is minimally coupled to
a scalar field ϕ, which will represent our matter content. This means that metric 1 will be
the physical metric describing the space-time, and therefore a will be the scale factor of the
expansion of the universe. The matter field can be expanded as follows:
ϕ = ϕ¯(t) + δϕ, (2.3)
where ϕ¯ is the background value of the field, which has the same symmetries as the metrics,
and thus depends on time only, whereas δϕ is the first-order perturbation of the field and,
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in general, depends on space and time. We remark that even though we use a minimally-
coupled scalar field as matter content, we expect the same results for a general perfect fluid.
Further generalisations could be made straightforwardly, such as coupling both metrics to
matter through the composite metric proposed in [31, 78], but such cases are left for future
work.
We will be looking for actions which are quadratic in these perturbations and invariant
under linear general coordinate transformations of the form xµ → xµ + ǫµ, where ǫµ is an
arbitrary first-order perturbation of the coordinates xµ. Under these transformations the
background stays the same, while the linear perturbations of the metrics δgAµν transform as
(see [1] for an explicit derivation):
δgAµν → δgAµν − g¯Aµβ∂νǫβ − g¯Aβν∂µǫβ + ǫαg¯Aµβ g¯Aνγ
(
∂αg¯
Aβγ
)
, (2.4)
whereas the scalar perturbation δϕ transforms as
δϕ→ δϕ− ˙¯ϕπ. (2.5)
Here, π is an arbitrary parameter corresponding to the time component of the gauge param-
eter ǫµ, and the dot denotes a derivative with respect to the physical time t. Notice that,
since we expect both metrics to be coupled, there will be only one copy of the diffeomorphism
invariance, and thus both metrics transform with the same gauge parameter.
Step 2: In this step we construct the most general local quadratic action for all the grav-
itational perturbation fields δgAµν . This quadratic action will lead to linear equations of
motion, assumed to have second-order derivatives at most.
Following the same notation as [1], we use the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) formalism,
in which we separate space and time, and both metrics are decomposed into lapse functions
NA, shift functions N
i
A and 3-dimensional spatial metrics hAij in the following way:
gA00 = −N2A + hAijN iAN jA, gA0i = hAijN jA, gAij = hAij . (2.6)
Next, we write the set of perturbed building blocks δ~Θ, which includes all the perturba-
tions the gravitational action can depend on. Specifically, this set will include all possible
gravitational perturbations up to second-order derivatives for both metrics1:
δ~Θ =
(
δNA, δN˙A, δ∂iNA, δ∂iN˙A, δ∂i∂jNA, δN
i
A, δN˙
i
A, δ∂jN
i
A, δ∂jN˙
i
A, δ∂i∂jN
k
A,
δhAij , δ∂ihAjk, δ∂i∂jhAkl, δK
i
A j
)
, (2.7)
where the previous list includes all the terms for both subindices A = {1, 2}. Here, we have
replaced the time derivative terms δh˙Aij of the spatial metrics by the extrinsic curvature
tensors δKiA j – this can always be done as there is a one-to-one relation between these
two quantities. It is important to note that in [1] we also replaced second-order spatial
derivatives of the spatial metrics by the 3-dimensional intrinsic curvature tensors δRiA j, given
that we were seeking linearly diffeomorphism-invariant actions, and thus spatial derivatives
were expected to appear in that form. However, in this paper we do not use δRiA j because,
1We have ignored second-order time derivatives as they will be related – via integration by parts – to terms
with first-order time derivatives.
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in the case of bimetric theories, the interactions between the two metrics may cause the
action to depend on a different combination of spatial derivatives, while still maintaining
its diffeomorphism invariance. This is a new feature of the bimetric theories as in scalar-
tensor and vector-tensor theories the spatial derivatives always appeared in the combination
of δRiA j .
Note that in eq. (2.7) partial derivatives of the perturbation fields are taken with respect
to the background metric of the corresponding perturbation field, and thus we raise and
lower the indices of the perturbed building blocks with h¯Aij . Also, δ commutes with partial
spatial derivatives and so, for instance, δ(∂iNA) = ∂i(δNA). Finally, notice that even though
the fields gAµν and ϕ have only linear perturbations, the perturbed building blocks could
have higher-order perturbations as result. Thus, we clarify that δ~Θ contains both first and
second-order perturbative terms; throughout this paper, however, δ refers only to first-order
perturbations, unless stated otherwise.
We now proceed to construct the most general quadratic bimetric action with second-
order derivative equations of motion. In order to do that we write down all possible quadratic
terms formed by the perturbed building blocks, and place an arbitrary parameter in front of
each term. The resulting gravitational action can be written as follows:
S
(2)
G =
∫
d4x
2∑
n=0
LnT1 + LnT2 + LnT1T2 . (2.8)
Here, for a given n, LnT1 is the quadratic Lagrangian for the self-interactions of tensor 1,
leading to n-order derivatives in the equations of motion. LnT2 is defined analogously for
tensor 2, and finally LnT1T2 is defined analogously for the interactions between both tensors.
We have the following Lagrangians for the self-interactions:
L0TA =
√−g¯A
[
1
2
LASSh¯AijδN
i
AδN
j
A +
1
2
LANN (δNA)
2 + LAN
(
δ2NA + δNA
δ
√
hA√−g¯A
)
+LANhδNAδhA +
1
2
LAhh+ (δhA)
2 + LAhh×δh
i
Ajδh
j
Ai
]
+ N¯AL¯Aδ2
√
hA, (2.9)
L1TA =
√−g¯A
[
LA∂Sh+∂iδN
i
AδhA + 2LA∂Sh×δhAij∂
iδN jA + 2LAhK×δh
j
AiδK
i
Aj
+LAhK+δKAδhA + LANKδNAδKA + LAN∂SδNA∂iδN
i
A
]
, (2.10)
L2TA =
√−g¯A
[
LAh∂2h×δhA∂
i∂jδhAij + LAh∂2h+δhA∂
2δhA + LAh∂2h⊙δhAkl∂
k∂jδhAij h¯
li
A
+ 2LA∂S˙h×δhAij∂
iδN˙ jA + LA∂S˙h+∂iδN˙
i
AδhA +
1
2
LA∂S∂S+
(
∂iδN
i
A
) (
∂jδN
j
A
)
+
1
2
LAS˙S˙ h¯ijδN˙
j
AδN˙
i
A +
1
2
LA∂S∂S×h¯lj
(
∂iδN
l
A
)(
∂iδN jA
)
+
1
2
LAKK+ (δKA)
2
+ LAKK×δK
i
AjδK
j
Ai +
1
2
LAN˙N˙
(
δN˙A
)2
+
1
2
LA∂N∂N∂
iδNA∂iδNA
+ LAh∂2N+δhA∂
2δNA + 2LAh∂2N×δhAij∂
i∂jδNA + LAKN˙δKAδN˙A
+LAN∂S˙
(
∂jδN˙
j
A
)
δNA + LA∂SK+δKA∂iδN
i
A + 2LA∂SK×δK
i
Aj∂iδN
j
A
]
. (2.11)
Here, the L parameters are free functions of time with a subscript indicating the type of self-
interaction they determine. Also,
√−g¯A correspond to the square root of the determinant of
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the 4-dimensional background metrics g¯Aµν . We remind the reader that spatial indices are
raised and lowered with the 3-dimensional background metrics, so in the previous actions
we have simplified notation by introducing the perturbation fields δhA, which are given by
δhA = h¯
ijδhAij . Also, notice that we are using δ2 to describe quadratic perturbations
2.
In eq. (2.9) we have introduced the perturbations δ
√
hA and δ2
√
hA, which are the linear
and quadratic perturbations of the square root of the determinant of the 3-dimensional met-
rics. These perturbations are related to those of the building blocks by δ
√
hA =
1
2
√
h¯AδhA
and δ2
√
hA =
1
8
√
h¯A(δhA)
2 − 14
√
h¯Aδh
i
Ajδh
j
Ai, where
√
h¯A are the square root of the deter-
minant of the 3-dimensional background metrics h¯Aij . As we will explain later on, we have
introduced these perturbations because they will cancel out terms of the exact same form in
the quadratic matter action.
We also show explicitly the interaction terms between both metrics:
L0T1T2 = PN2h1δN2δh1 + PN2N1δN1δN2 + PS2S1δN j2δN i1h¯1ij + Ph1h2+δh1δh2
+ Ph1h2×h¯
ik
1 h¯
jl
1 δh1ijδh2kl + Ph2N1δh2δN1, (2.12)
L1T1T2 = PN˙2h1δN˙2δh1 + PN2∂S1δN2∂iδN i1 + PN˙2N1δN˙2δN1 + PS2∂h1+∂iδh1δN i2
+ 2PS2∂h1×∂
iδh1ijδN
j
2 + PS˙2S1δN
i
1N˙
j
2 h¯1ij + PN1∂S1δN1∂iδN
i
2 + Ph2K1+δK1δh2
+ Ph2K1×h¯
ik
1 δK
j
i1δh2jk + PK2N1δK2δN1 + Ph2∂S1+δh2∂iδN
i
1
+ Ph2∂S1×δh2ij∂
iδN j1 , (2.13)
L2T1T2 = Ph1∂2N2+δh1∂2δN2 + Ph1∂2N2×δh1ij∂i∂jδN2 + PK1N˙2δK1δN˙2
+ PN˙1N˙2δN˙1δN˙2 + PN˙2∂S1∂iδN
i
1δN˙2 + PN2∂2N1δN2∂
2δN1 + P∂S2N˙1δN˙1∂iδN
i
2
+ PS˙1S˙2 h¯1ijδN˙
i
1δN˙
j
2 + P∂S2K1+δK1∂iδN
i
2 + 2P∂S2K1×δK
i
j1∂iδN
j
2
+ P∂S1∂S2+∂iδN
i
1∂jδN
j
2 + P∂S1∂S2×h¯1kj∂
iδNk1 ∂iδN
j
2 + PK2N˙1δK2δN˙1
+ PK1K2+δK1δK2 + PK1K2×δK
i
j1δK
j
i2 + Ph2∂2N1+δh2∂
2δN1
+ Ph2∂2N1×δh2ij∂
i∂jδN1 + PK2∂S1+δK2∂iδN
i
1 + PK2∂S1×δK
i
j2∂iδN
j
1
+ Ph2∂2h1+δh2∂
2δh1 + Ph2∂2h1×1δh2∂
i∂jδh1ij + Ph2∂2h1×2δh2ij∂
i∂jδh1
+ Ph2∂2h1⊙δh2il∂
i∂jδh1jkh¯
lk, (2.14)
where the P parameters are free functions of time with a subscript indicating the type of
interaction they determine. We clarify that ∂2 = ∂i∂i where, in general, the derivatives
acting on a given field have a index that is raised or lowered with the background metric of
that given field. For instance, the term δN2∂
2δN1 can be equivalently expressed as:
δN2∂
2δN1 = δN2
(
∂i∂j h¯
ij
1 δN1
)
=
δij
a2
δN2∂i∂jδN1. (2.15)
Finally, we note that in all these Lagrangians (self-interactions and interactions between both
metrics) we have integrated by parts, and written only the independent terms, so we express
the action in terms of a minimal set of parameters.
2We have ignored the term δ2K
i
j as it is related to other terms in the previous action (see [1]).
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Now that we have written the most general quadratic action for two metrics, leading
to second-order derivative equations of motion, we calculate the total quadratic action by
adding the matter contribution. As previously mentioned, we will assume that metric 1 is
minimally coupled to a scalar field ϕ, and thus the matter action has the following form:
Sm = −
∫
d4x
√−g1
(
1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ+ V (ϕ)
)
, (2.16)
where V (ϕ) is some potential, and the indices of the partial derivatives are raised and lowered
using g1µν . This action can be straightforwardly written in terms of the ADM variables, and
Taylor expanded up to second order in the linear perturbations of the metric and scalar field
to get:
S(2)m = −
∫
d4x
{
−Pmδ2
√
h1 + a
3ρm
(
δ2N1 + δN1
δ
√
h1
a3
)
− a
3
2
(Pm + ρm) (δN1)
2
+a3
[
1
2
V¯
′′
δϕ2 +
(
V¯ ′δϕ + ˙¯ϕδϕ˙
)
δN1 + ˙¯ϕ∂iδϕδN
i
1 −
1
2
δϕ˙2 +
1
2
h¯ij1 ∂jδϕ∂iδϕ
]
+δ
√
h1
(
V¯ ′δϕ − δϕ˙ ˙¯ϕ)} , (2.17)
where V¯ is the potential evaluated at the background value ϕ¯, and the primes denote deriva-
tives with regards to the scalar field. Also, we have introduced the background energy density
ρm and pressure Pm of the fluid, given by:
ρm =
1
2
˙¯ϕ2 + V¯ , Pm =
1
2
˙¯ϕ2 − V¯ . (2.18)
We note that S
(2)
m does not only contain linear and quadratic terms on the perturbations of
the matter field, but also quadratic terms in the perturbations of metric 1. In fact, the first
two terms of the quadratic matter action in eq. (2.17) will cancel out exactly the similar two
terms for metric 1 in eq. (2.9). This is because the coefficients LAN and L¯A are not arbitrary,
and they are defined in such a way that:
L1N = ρm, L¯1 = −Pm, L2N = 0, L¯2 = 0. (2.19)
These relations are background equations and come from the linear expansion of the under-
lying gravity theory. For simplicity, we do not perform that expansion in this paper but we
refer the reader to [1] for the derivation of these relations.
Later on, it will be of importance the fact that the matter action also leads to the
following background equation:
¨¯ϕ+ 3H ˙¯ϕ+ V¯ ′ = 0, (2.20)
where H = a˙/a is the Hubble rate. This equation acts as a constraint on the, a priori, free
background functions a and ϕ¯.
Finally, we can see that the total quadratic action S(2) = S
(2)
m + S
(2)
G contains 99 free
parameters Ls and P s3, and it is the most general quadratic action that can be written for
linear perturbations of two metrics around a spatially-flat FRW background, with a minimal
3Here we are not counting the coefficients LAN and L¯, as their values are given in eq. (2.19).
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coupling to a scalar field, and leading to second-order derivative equations of motion. In addi-
tion, we have four background functions a, b, N¯ and ϕ¯ determining the background evolution,
and thus affecting the linear perturbations, from which only three are independent due to the
constraint of eq. (2.20). We remark that, contrary to most known bigravity theories, we have
assumed that the perturbations δNA and δN
i
A are dynamical fields (have time-derivatives)
and we will let the Noether identities dictate the consistent kinetic structure of these terms
in a gauge-invariant action.
Step 3: We now proceed to impose diffeomorphism invariance on the total quadratic action
S(2) obtained in Step 2. First, we follow the standard Scalar-Vector-Tensor (SVT) decomposi-
tion [79] of perturbations. Since scalar, vector and tensor perturbations evolve independently
at the linear level in a homogeneous and isotropic background, we can study each one sepa-
rately. In this paper, we only analyse scalar perturbations, as they are the seeds of large-scale
structure in the energy density field, and therefore cosmologically relevant. In this case, the
line element of both metrics (including the background and linear perturbations) will be
expressed as:
ds21 = − (1 + Φ1) dt2 + 2∂iB1dtdxi + a2 [(1− 2Ψ1) δij + 2∂i∂jE1] dxidxj , (2.21)
ds22 = −N¯2 (1 + Φ2) dt2 + 2N¯∂iB2dtdxi + b2 [(1− 2Ψ2) δij + 2∂i∂jE2] dxidxj , (2.22)
where the fields ΦA, BA, ΨA and EA for A = {1, 2} are the first-order scalar perturbations
for both metrics gAµν . From eq. (2.21)-(2.22) we can find the perturbed ADM variables at
linear order:
δN1 = Φ1, δN
i
1 = h¯
ij
1 ∂jB1, δh1ij = a
2 [−2Ψ1δij + 2∂i∂jE1] , (2.23)
δN2 = N¯Φ2, δN
i
2 = N¯ h¯
ij
2 ∂jB2, δh2ij = b
2 [−2Ψ2δij + 2∂i∂jE2] , (2.24)
as well as the rest of the perturbed building blocks. See Appendix A for a list of relevant
quantities, that appear in the gravitational quadratic action S
(2)
G , in terms of the scalar
perturbations. In these equations, h¯ijA are the inverse tensors of the 3-dimensional spatial
background metrics.
We can now express the total quadratic action in terms of the 8 scalar perturbations, and
the matter perturbation field δϕ. Note that even though we only allow up to two derivatives
of the metric perturbations δN , δN i and δhij , this means that we will have higher-order
derivatives of the scalar perturbations. Next, we impose that the action is invariant under
the linear diffeomorphism transformations given in eq. (2.4)-(2.5). In terms of the scalar
perturbations, the transformation of the metric perturbations is the following:
Φ˜1 = Φ1 − π˙, B˜1 = B1 + π − a2ǫ˙, Ψ˜1 = Ψ1 +Hπ, E˜1 = E1 − ǫ, (2.25)
Φ˜2 = Φ2 − π˙ −HNπ, B˜2 = B2 + N¯π − b
2
N¯
ǫ˙, Ψ˜2 = Ψ2 +Hbπ, E˜2 = E2 − ǫ, (2.26)
where we have defined H = a˙/a, Hb = b˙/b and HN =
˙¯N/N¯ . Note that we have also used
the SVT decomposition for the gauge parameter ǫµ, and written its two scalar components
π and ǫ such that ǫµ = (π, δij∂jǫ).
In order that the action is diffeomorphism invariant, we need to determine the Noether
identities that arise for both spatial and temporal linear gauge transformations. These identi-
ties are the constraints which, when enforced, make the action gauge invariant. We calculate
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the Noether identities by first taking an infinitesimal variation of the total quadratic action
with regards to each one of the scalar perturbations. This variation can be written as:
δˆS(2) = δˆS
(2)
G + δˆS
(2)
m =
∫
d4x
[
EΦA δˆΦA + EBA δˆBA + EΨA δˆΨA + EEA δˆEA + Eδϕδˆ (δϕ)
]
(2.27)
where EX is the equation of motion of the perturbation field X, and δˆ stands for functional
variation. Here, there is an implicit sum over the subindex A. We then replace the variations
of the fields by the corresponding gauge transformations in eq. (2.5) and eq. (2.25)-(2.26),
and integrate by parts to end up with:
δˆgS(2) =
∫
d4x
[
EB1 + N¯EB2 +HEΨ1 +HbEΨ2 + E˙Φ1 + E˙Φ2 −HNEΦ2 − Eδϕ ˙¯ϕ
]
π
+
∫
d4x
[
−EE1 − EE2 +
d
dt
(
a2EB1
)
+
d
dt
(
b2
N¯
EB2
)]
ǫ, (2.28)
where the expression δˆg stands for the functional variation of the action due to the gauge
transformation. Given that the total quadratic action should be invariant under these gauge
transformations, and given that both π and ǫ are arbitrary and independent, each set of
brackets should be zero; this gives us two Noether identities, one associated to each scalar
gauge parameter. Furthermore, each combination of free coefficients, inside each of the
brackets, multiplying the perturbation fields and their derivatives such as ΦA, Φ˙A, ∂
2ΦA,
ΨA, etc, must be individually zero for the Noether identities to be satisfied off-shell. This
gives a set of Noether constraints. As previously mentioned, these constraints will be, in
general, linear ordinary differential equations for the coefficients Ls and P s. However, for the
bimetric case presented in this paper, these Noether constraints can be solved algebraically.
We solve all of these constraints and replace the solutions in the quadratic action, resulting in
an action satisfying the Noether identities and, as consequence, gauge invariant. Therefore,
the resulting action will be the most general linearly diffeomorphism-invariant local quadratic
action, given the field content.
It is important to remark that even though we only impose gauge invariance under
the scalar gauge parameters π and ǫ, the resulting action will also be gauge-invariant under
the vector gauge parameter ǫT i, and thus it will be fully invariant under linear coordinate
transformations. In turn, this means that the independent free parameters characterising the
action for scalar perturbations are a superset of those characterising the vector and tensor
perturbations.
The resulting gauge-invariant bimetric action is lengthy so we do not show it explicitly
here but we mention some general characteristics. We find that the final action depends only
on 29 free parameters, in addition to the four background functions a, b, N¯ and ϕ¯, which
add three independent free functions due to the constraint in eq. (2.20). Therefore, there
are 29 + 3 free parameters determining the background and linear cosmological evolution of
these bimetric theories. In Appendix B we give expressions for all these parameters in terms
of the coefficients Ls and P s, and we connect them with the well-known parameters present
in the scalar-tensor parametrisation EFT of dark energy [9].
In addition, we find that in the final action the eight metric scalar fields ΦA, BA, ΨA
and EA, have dynamical terms, i.e. time derivatives. However, the fields ΦA and BA appear
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in specific combinations such that if we introduce two new fields Φ3 and B3:
Φ1 = Φ3 +Φ2, B1 = B3 +
a2N¯
b2
B2, (2.29)
then Φ3 and B3 appear as dynamical fields whereas Φ2 and B2 become auxiliary fields
(without time derivatives). This means that the final gravitational action propagates at most
four physical scalar DoFs. The counting goes as follows: there are two auxiliary variables that
can be worked out from their own equations of motion, and therefore expressed entirely in
terms of the 6 remaining dynamical fields. In addition, we have two scalar gauge parameters
that we can use to fix the gauge and eliminate two dynamical fields. Therefore, the final
action has at most four physical scalar DoFs, although for specific values of the parameters
(and background evolutions) there could be less.
From our results it is not possible to know where the four scalar DoFs are coming
from (e.g. massive gravitons or ghosts), but we do know that all well-known healthy bimetric
theories propagate at most one scalar DoF, signalling the possible presence of unstable modes
in the action found in this paper. This shows a crucial feature of any approach based on
linearized theories solely. The consistency of a full theory requires background, linearized
perturbative and higher-order perturbative contributions all to be consistent, i.e. to avoid
the propagation of unstable degrees of freedom such as ghosts. And so, crucially, while
all well-behaved theories will map onto the free functions in our linearized perturbation
theory parametrisation, not all possible functional forms for these seemingly free functions
are associated with healthy theories. This happens for the very simple reason that there is
more to a full theory than the action it gives rise to for linear perturbations, and that there
are additional constraints not captured by any formalism based on linearized perturbations.
These extra constraints would reduce the free functions and the number of propagating fields
we have found further. A detailed analysis on the construction of possible fundamental
consistent theories leading to the parametrised bimetric action found here is beyond the
scope of this paper, but it is certainly relevant and requires further work.
In the next section, we focus on the specific case when there are no derivative interactions
between both metrics. This case is interesting as it encompasses most well-known bimetric
theories such as massive bigravity and EiBI. Furthermore, there is a no-go theorem for
the existence of ghost-free Lorentz-invariant derivative interactions [77] for massive gravity,
rendering the general case of derivative interactions likely to propagate unstable modes.
Notwithstanding, we do briefly discuss derivative interactions in Appendix D, as they might
still be relevant in the context of Lorentz-breaking theories.
3 A reduced case: excluding derivative interactions
In this section we study the general structure of the parametrised bimetric action in the ab-
sence of derivative interactions between both metrics. The starting point is the general action
we found in the previous section, which had 29 free parameters. In this action we impose that
all derivative interactions vanish, i.e. L1T1T2 = L2T1T2 = 0, which enforces the relations on the
free parameters that we present in Appendix C. Specifically, we find 26 relations, reducing
greatly the number of free parameters to only three. These three parameters are:
M21 = 2L1KK×, (3.1)
αL = − 1
2M21H
2
(
L¯1 − 4L1hh+ − 8L1hh×
)
, (3.2)
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αE = − 2
M22
[
N¯2T2Nh −Hb (2L2hK× + 3L2hK+)
]
. (3.3)
Therefore, if we take into account the background functions, there are, in total, 3 + 3 free
functions of time determining the evolution of the background and linear perturbations in
this subclass of theories: bimetric theories without derivative interactions. In Appendix C
we show the quadratic action without derivative interactions.
In this case we find that the four fields BA and ΦA appear as auxiliary variables, i.e. do
not have any time derivatives. This means that the resulting gravitational action propagates
at most two scalar DoFs. This result is consistent with previous analyses of massive gravity,
where it has been shown that most potential interactions between two metrics lead to the
propagation of a helicity-0 mode for a massive graviton and an extra unstable scalar mode,
the Boulware-Deser ghost [80–82].
In order to get a healthy action we construct actions that propagate only one scalar DoF
(although there are some trivial healthy cases that propagate no scalar, as we will see later
on). We do this by imposing that one of the dynamical fields is an auxiliary variable, i.e. by
setting to zero the coefficients of the kinetic terms of one field, after integrating out the four
auxiliary fields BA and ΦA. As we will see later on, the resulting action is a generalisation
of massive bigravity and thus the only propagating physical field should correspond to the
helicity-0 mode of a massive graviton. We find that the only non-trivial situation we can
have is when Ψ2 becomes an auxiliary variable
4, which imposes one extra constraint on the
parameters:
αE =
Hb
(
ρm + Pm + 2H˙M
2
1
)
r3(H −Hb)M22
, (3.4)
where we have introduced the scale factor ratio r = b/a, and the mass scale M22 = 2L2KK×.
Therefore, the most general bimetric quadratic action without derivative interactions and
propagating only one scalar DoF, depends on 2 + 3 free functions of time. From now on, we
focus on such a subclass of actions. The resulting parametrised action is much simpler in
this case, and can be written in the following form:
S(2) = S
(2)
T1
+ S
(2)
T2
+ S
(2)
T1T2
+ S(2)ϕ , (3.5)
where S
(2)
TA
is the action for the self-interaction terms of the metric gAµν , whereas S
(2)
T1T2
is
the action for the interaction terms between both metrics, and S
(2)
ϕ includes all the terms
involving the matter perturbation δϕ in eq. (2.17). Notice that S
(2)
T1
does include the quadratic
terms of the metric perturbations coming from the matter action S
(2)
m . These actions are given
by:
4In any other possible case the resulting action will lead to a copy of the linear Einstein-Hilbert action,
and thus the gravitational action does not propagate any scalar DoF.
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S
(2)
T1
=
∫
d4x a3M21
[
−3Ψ˙21 − 6HΨ˙1Φ1 + 2a2∂2E˙1(Ψ˙1 +HΦ1)− 2Ψ˙1∂2B1
−
(
1 +
d lnM21
d ln a
)
Ψ1∂
2Ψ1 + 2Φ1∂
2Ψ1 − 2HΦ1∂2B1 −
(
3H2 − ˙¯ϕ
2
2M21
)
Φ21
+
r2Z
2(N¯ + r)
(
∂iB1
)
(∂iB1) + r
(
Z
d lnM21
d ln a
+ 2Z˜
)
Ψ1
(
3
2
Ψ1 − a2∂2E1
)
+
(N¯ − r)
H −HbHZΦ1
(
3Ψ1 − a2∂2E1
)
+ a4αLH
2
(
∂2E1
)2]
, (3.6)
S
(2)
T2
=
∫
d4x N¯b3M22
[
−3 Ψ˙
2
2
N¯2
− 6Hb
N¯2
Ψ˙2Φ2 + 2
b2
N¯2
∂2E˙2(Ψ˙2 +HbΦ2)− 2Ψ˙2
N¯
∂2B2
−
(
1 +
d lnM22
d ln b
)
Ψ2∂
2Ψ2 + 2Φ2∂
2Ψ2 − 2Hb
N¯
Φ2∂
2B2 − 3H
2
b
N¯2
Φ22
+
ν2N¯Z
2r3(N¯ + r)
(
∂iB2
)
(∂iB2) +
ν2
N¯r2
(
Z
d lnM21
d ln a
+ 2Z˜
)
Ψ2
(
3
2
Ψ2 − b2∂2E2
)
+Hbν
2Z
(N¯ − r)
N¯r3(H −Hb)
Φ2
(
3Ψ2 − b2∂2E2
)
+
r
N¯
αLa
4H2ν2
(
∂2E2
)2]
, (3.7)
S
(2)
T1T2
=
∫
d4x M21a
3
[
−r
(
2Z˜ + Z
d lnM21
d ln a
)(
3Ψ2Ψ1 − a2Ψ2∂2E1 − b2Ψ1∂2E2
)
−Z N¯
(N¯ + r)
∂iB2∂
iB1 − Z (N¯ − r)
(H −Hb)
(
HΦ1
(
3Ψ2 − b2∂2E2
)
+HbΦ2
(
3Ψ1 − a2∂2E1
))− 2a2b2H2αL∂2E1∂2E2] . (3.8)
Here, we have two mass scales for each metric M21 and M
2
2 , and we have introduced the
mass ratio ν2 =M21 /M
2
2 . In addition, for ease of comparison with massive bigravity, we have
introduced two functions Z and Z˜ such that:
M21
(
N¯ − r)Z = Lˆ1KK×, (3.9)
rM21
(
Z
1
2
d lnM21
d ln a
+ 2Z˜
)
=
1
(Hb −H)
(
3H +
HNHb
(H −Hb)
)
Lˆ1KK× +
˙ˆ
L1KK×
(Hb −H) , (3.10)
where
Lˆ1KK× = ρm + Pm + 2H˙M
2
1 . (3.11)
We omit the expression for S
(2)
ϕ as it can be straightforwardly obtained from eq. (2.17).
We emphasise, even though it may not be obvious, that these actions do depend on 2 + 3
free independent functions. There is an explicit dependence on five parameters MA, Z, Z˜
and αL, in addition to the four background functions a, b, N¯ and ϕ¯. However, Z and Z˜
are dependent functions according to eq. (3.9)-(3.10), one background function is dependent
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through eq. (2.20), andM2 is also dependent through one of the relations shown in Appendix
C, which is necessary to avoid derivative interactions. This relation is the following:
M22 = −
N¯
2r3
(
ρm + Pm + 2H˙M
2
1
)
(
H˙b −HNHb
) . (3.12)
From the parametrised action shown here we can see that the fields ΦA and BA appear as
auxiliary variables, whereas the fields ΨA and EA have dynamical terms. A naive counting
of DoFs might lead to a total of two physical propagating fields, but as we have mentioned
before, this action propagates only one. This is because this action is such that after inte-
grating out the four auxiliary fields ΦA and BA, the kinetic terms for Ψ2 vanish and thus
Ψ2 becomes an auxiliary field. If we also integrated Ψ2 out, the resulting action would have
three dynamical fields EA and Ψ1, from which two are gauge freedoms and one is a physical
propagating DoF.
In addition, from eq. (3.6)-(3.7) we can see that all the kinetic terms have exactly the
same structure as linearised Einstein-Hilbert. In fact, the two first lines in both equations
correspond to the terms coming from two copies of linearised GR with generalised (time-
dependent) Planck masses MA, in addition to the self-interaction metric terms for g1µν from
the matter action of eq. (2.17). The rest of the two lines in both equations represent then
modifications to GR, which depend on the coupling parameters Z, Z˜ and αL. This last
point is clear from the fact that all the interactions terms in eq. (3.8) depend on these three
parameters. For this reason, an equivalent yet more intuitive parametrisation would be if we
considered the five parameters MA, Z, Z˜ and αL to be independent, and all the background
functions to be dependent.
This final action is a generalisation of massive bigravity [73–75], a bimetric theory
propagating one massless graviton and one massive graviton. This theory propagates only
one scalar field: the helicity-0 mode of the massive graviton. We recover the quadratic action
and background of massive bigravity when the three interaction parameters take the following
form:
αL = 0, (3.13)
Z = m2
(
β1 + 2β2r + β3r
2
)
, (3.14)
Z˜ = m2
(
β1 + β2
(
r + N¯
)
+ β3rN¯
)
, (3.15)
and when M1 and M2 are non-zero constants. Here, β1,2,3 are dimensionless constants deter-
mining the coupling between the two metrics in the dRGT potential [74], and m is a constant
mass scale degenerate with the parameters βs. Notice that we have given five constraints to
recover massive bigravity, which fix completely the five free functions of time of the general
bimetric action. We can also recover massive gravity (with only one dynamical metric) by
setting M2 = 0. We note, however, that such model has been ruled out due to the presence
of an instability in which the helicity-0 mode of the massive graviton behaves as a ghost
(i.e. has a negative kinetic term) [61, 83] when the non-dynamical metric is either FRW or
de-Sitter. Furthermore, if the reference metric is Minkowski, massive gravity does not even
allow a patially flat FRW solutions [56] (although a generalisation of massive gravity has
been found to lead to viable cosmological solutions [62].)
We remark that the dRGT potential of massive gravity depends on two other constants,
namely β0 and β4, which act as cosmological constants for both metrics. In our results we do
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not find the presence of such terms explicitly, but instead they appear as integration constants
of equations (3.9) and (3.12), that give the time derivatives of the Friedmann equations of
both metrics.
We notice that the parameter αL is not present in massive bigravity, which means that
it represents the linear term of a theory that either might propagate a Boulware-Deser ghost
at the non-linear level, or that it is not fully diffeomorphism invariant, or that it propagates
different DoFs. An example of the last case is the bimetric theory Eddington-inspired Born
Infeld (EiBI) [64, 76]. This is a bimetric theory for a massless graviton, and thus it does not
propagate any scalar DoF, but it does introduce relevant modifications to GR – specifically,
in the strong-field regime. We can recover the EiBI quadratic action and background [67] by
setting:
M21αL =
rN¯
2H2κ
, (3.16)
αE =
1
κr2M22
, (3.17)
M21Z = −
1
κ
r
N¯
(
r + N¯
)
, (3.18)
M21 Z˜ = −
1
2rκ
(
rN¯ +
H2N
2N¯(Hb −H)2
)
, (3.19)
and when M1 = 0 and M2 is the constant Planck mass. Here, κ is the coupling constant
between the two metrics. From these equations we can see that in this theory there are
no kinetic terms for the metric g1µν , but there are non-derivative interactions terms. We
clarify that the action for EiBI theory does not satisfy the extra constraint in eq. (3.4), but
instead αE takes the value shown in eq. (3.17). In fact, in the EiBI action, the fields Ψ2
and E2 are the only dynamical variables, but they can both be fixed by the gauge freedom,
leading then to an action with no scalar field propagating. Notice that since EiBI does not
satisfy eq. (3.4), it does not fall within the action presented in this section. Instead, EiBI is
a specific case of the action in Appendix C with M1 = 0. Such an action depends on five free
independent parameters, namely M2, Z, Z˜, αL and αE, or equivalently, αL, αE plus three
free independent background functions.
So far we have focused only on scalar perturbations, however, as we mentioned before,
the constraints we have found on the parameters are also valid for vector and tensor per-
turbations. Thus, from our results it is possible to see that some of the three parameters
modifying GR will also affect the vector and tensor perturbations. In particular, from the
resulting action we can identify some relevant parameters of eq. (2.12) and see that vec-
tor perturbations are coupled through PS2S1 whereas tensor perturbations have a coupling
through Ph1h2×. Specifically, for the subclass of theories addressed in this section, these two
parameters take the following form:
PS2S1 = −a3M21
ZN¯r2
(N¯ + r)
, (3.20)
Ph1h2× =
M21 a
3
8r
(
2Z˜ + Z
d lnM21
d ln a
)
− 3
4r2
M21 a
3H2αL. (3.21)
From this we conclude that Z generates interactions between vector perturbations, while the
three parameters Z, Z˜ and αL generate interactions between tensor perturbations. This result
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is consistent with previous studies in massive bigravity, and its two branches of solutions. In
the so-called branch I, where Z = 0, it has been found that scalar and vector perturbations
behave in the same way as in GR, while tensor perturbations are coupled and evolve in a
different way [14, 52]. This is in fact what we find from our results: vector perturbations are
not coupled if Z = 0 because of eq. (3.20). While scalar perturbations would have a coupling
with Z˜, in this case that coupling happens to be irrelevant after integrating out the auxiliary
fields, and thus scalars behave as in GR when Z = 0. Finally, tensor perturbations do have
a non-trivial coupling with Z˜, which indeed affects their evolution. In the so-called branch
II, where Z 6= 0, the three types of perturbations are coupled and differ from GR [37, 38].
Finally, we emphasise that even though a detailed analysis in vector and tensor pertur-
bations is necessary, scalar perturbations carry crucial information. From eq. (3.20)-(3.21) we
can see that by observing vector perturbations, we can analyse the behaviour of the param-
eter Z, while from tensor perturbations we cannot discriminate between Z˜ and αL, as they
appear in the same interaction term. This suggests that an observational test to discriminate
if αL is present or not can be done by analysing scalar perturbations alone.
4 Discussion
In this paper we applied the method developed in [1] to bimetric theories. We calculated the
most general diffeomorphism-invariant quadratic action with two metrics, around a homo-
geneous and isotropic background, and leading to, up to, second-order equations of motion.
For simplicity, we assumed that only one of the metrics was coupled to matter, a minimally
coupled scalar field, although generalisations to perfect fluids or double couplings should be
straightforward. Following the standard SVT decomposition for cosmological perturbations,
we focused on scalar perturbations, and found that the final action depends on 29 free pa-
rameters (functions of time), in addition to three parameters determining the background
evolution, and propagates at most four scalar physical DoFs. Due to the no-go theorem
for healthy Lorentz-invariant bimetric theories with derivative interactions, in this paper we
focused on the subclass of bimetric theories without derivative interactions. In this case,
we find that the number of free parameters in the quadratic action greatly reduces from 29
to 3, namely M1, αL and αE , in addition to three extra free parameters that determine the
evolution of the background. The resulting action propagates at most two scalar DoFs, which
suggests the presence of an unstable mode due to the fact that all well-known bigravity the-
ories propagate at most one scalar DoF. For this reason, we focused on subclasses of theories
that propagate one or no scalar field.
In order to construct actions with only one propagating DoF, we imposed an extra
constraint on the free parameters, which fixed the value of αE . In this case, the most general
action has only two free parameters, and we found that it is a generalisation of the quadratic
action of massive bigravity. We recovered massive bigravity when αL = 0 and M1 is a
constant mass scale. We found that the presence of the parameter αL affects the evolution
of scalar and tensor perturbations, and even though it is not present in massive bigravity, it
is present in other bimetric models such as EiBI theory. We also looked at cases in which the
bimetric action propagates no scalar field. We found that whenM1 = 0, all the kinetic terms
of one of the metrics vanished and, as result, the gravitational action does not propagate
any physical scalar DoF. Such an action depends on two free parameters, and represents a
generalisation of the EiBI theory.
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Fields Free Functions Theory
gµν , χ M , α{K,T,B} + 2 Horndeski
gµν , A
µ M , α{T,H}, αD3, αV {0,1,2,3} + 2 Generalised Proca
gµν , A
µ, λ M , αV {3,4,5} + 1 Einstein-Aether
g1µν , g2µν M1, αL + 3 Massive bigravity
g1µν , g2µν αE , αL + 3 EiBI
Table 1: In this table we compile parametrised models for scalar-tensor, vector-tensor
and bimetric theories of gravity, that are invariant under linear coordinate transformations,
lead to second-order derivative equations, and propagate at most one scalar DoF. The first
column indicates the field content of the gravitational theory. The second column shows the
free functions parametrising the quadratic action for cosmological perturbations, while +1,
+2 or +3 counts the number of extra free functions determining the background (and in
turn affecting the perturbations). In most cases there is one free mass parameter M or M1,
and extra adimensional parameters that we term α. The third column shows examples of
non-linear completions that are encompassed by the corresponding parametrisation. While
the first three rows show results obtained in [1], the last grey rows show the results found in
this paper. We emphasise that in the vector-tensor case we dot not assume a dependence on
the parameters αD1 and αD2 (see [1]), as we will set them to zero in order to get an action
propagating one scalar DoF with the same structure as Generalised Proca.
Combining the results from this paper with those of [1] we have been able to extend
the widely-used parametrisation of [9] originally proposed for Horndeski theories. It is now
possible to construct a complete action for linear perturbations for general gravity with
one propagating degree of freedom arising from either a scalar, vector or tensor field as
can be seen in Table 1. It has been shown that adding more interacting tensor fields will
necessarily lead to more propagating scalar DoFs [84]. We expect the same to be true when
adding vector fields, unless further gauge symmetries arise, such as invariance under U(1)
transformations. Similarly, the addition of more scalar fields should lead to the propagation
of extra DoFs, unless they appear as auxiliary variables. Therefore, even though there may
not exist a theorem that would prevent adding more fields to the actions we have studied,
while maintaining only one propagating DoF and its diffeomorphism invariance, we have
been unable to find non-trivial such examples. Hence there is a possibility that our combined
parametrisation for theories with one propagating degree of freedom is complete.
Our action should allow us to identify the subspace of effective parameters in the
Parametrised Post-Friedman (PPF) approach [4, 85] which is, at the moment, still the most
general parametrisation of gravitational theories currently available. Ultimately it should be
possible develop a numerical tool, along the lines of EFTCAMB [86] or HiCLASS [87], which
can be used for analysing data from future large-scale structure surveys such as Euclid, SKA,
LSST and WFIRST, allowing us to test and compare the performance of these theories.
Special care must be taken when constraining modified gravity theories with cosmo-
logical data in the context of linear perturbation theory as non-linear effects will become
relevant on small to intermediate scales. In fact, in modified gravity theories non lineari-
ties can become relevant at much larger scales than those in the standard ΛCDM model;
the linear approximation of a modified gravity theory can give an inaccurate prediction of
the universe even at scales as large as k ∼ 0.05h/Mpc at present (see [88, 89]). This hap-
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pens because many modified gravity theories propagate more DoFs than GR and these extra
DoFs undergo a non-linear process known as screening (such as the Chameleon mechanism in
scalar-tensor theories or the Vainshtein mechanism in bimetric theories), which, depending
on the specific theory, can have a substantial effect in regimes which seem, a priori, linear.
While we emphasise that the tools presented in this paper can be used to predict the evolu-
tion of perturbations and thus constrain modified gravity theories at sufficiently large scales,
a more detailed and accurate understanding of the effects of screening (such as in [90–94])
must also be used in order to improve and extend these results (see [95] for an attempt at
including these effects yet using linear perturbations for scalar-tensor theories).
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A Scalar perturbations
In this section we show relevant quantities in terms of the four linear scalar perturbations of
each metric. Following the standard SVT decomposition, we consider linear perturbations
around a homogeneous and isotropic background, and write the metrics in the following way:
ds21 = − (1 + Φ1) dt2 + 2∂iB1dtdxi + a2 [(1− 2Ψ1) δij + 2∂i∂jE1] dxidxj , (A.1)
ds22 = −N¯2 (1 + Φ2) dt2 + 2N¯∂iB2dtdxi + b2 [(1− 2Ψ2) δij + 2∂i∂jE2] dxidxj , (A.2)
where a, b and N¯ are background quantities and depend only on the time t, whereas the
8 perturbations ΦA, BA, ΨA and EA (for A = {1, 2}) depend on time and space. From
the ADM decomposition of eq. (2.6), we can find the results of eq. (2.23)-(2.24), and also
express all the relevant quantities used throughout the paper in terms of the scalar metric
perturbations. Here we give a list of quantities, that appear in the quadratic gravitational
action S
(2)
G , in terms of the scalar perturbations:
δ2N1 = −1
2
(
Φ21 + h¯
ij
1 ∂iB1∂jB1
)
,
δ
√
h1 = a
3
[−3Ψ1 − a2∂2E1] ,
δ2
√
h1 = a
3
[
3
2
Ψ21 −
1
2
a4(∂2E1)(∂
2E1)− a2Ψ1∂2E1
]
,
δKi1j = −(Ψ˙1 +HΦ1)δij + a2h¯il1 ∂l∂jE˙1 − h¯il1 ∂l∂jB1,
δK1 = −3(Ψ˙1 +HΦ1) + a2∂2E˙1 − ∂2B1, (A.3)
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δ2N2 = −N¯
2
(
Φ22 + h¯
ij
2 ∂iB2∂jB2
)
,
δ
√
h2 = b
3
[−3Ψ2 − b2∂2E2] ,
δ2
√
h2 = b
3
[
3
2
Ψ22 −
1
2
b4(∂2E2)(∂
2E2)− b2Ψ2∂2E2
]
,
δKi2 j = −
1
N¯
(
Ψ˙2 +HbΦ2
)
δij +
b2
N¯
h¯il2 ∂l∂jE˙2 − h¯il2 ∂l∂jB2,
δK2 = − 3
N¯
(Ψ˙2 +HbΦ2) +
b2
N¯
∂2E˙2 − ∂2B2, (A.4)
where h¯ij1 =
δij
a2
and h¯ij2 =
δij
b2
represent the background spatial metrics, and ∂2 = ∂i∂i, where
the indices are lowered and raised using the background metric of the corresponding field the
derivative is acting on. Also, a single δ stands for linear perturbations, while δ2 stands for
quadratic perturbations.
B Dictionary of parameters
In this section we give expressions for the 29 parameters the final bimetric action depends
on. The names we have given to those parameters are the following:
M2A, αHA , αTA , αBA , αKA , αL, αE , αi,A, αj , (B.1)
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where A = {1, 2}, i = {1..4} and j = {5..13}. In terms of the original coefficients Ls and P s
these parameters can be expressed as:
M2A = 2LAKK×, (B.2)
αHA = −
1
M2A
(2LAh∂2N× + 3LAh∂2N+)− 1, (B.3)
αTA = −
4
M2A
(LAh∂2h⊙ + 3LAh∂2h× + 9LAh∂2h+)− 1, (B.4)
αBA =
1
2HAM
2
A
[
HANLAKN˙ + TANK −
HA
N¯2A
(2LAKK× + 3LAKK+)
]
− 1, (B.5)
αKA =
1
M2AH
2
AN¯
2
A
[
N¯4ALANN − 9H2A (LAKK+ + 2LAKK×)
−12H2A
(
N¯2A − 1
)
LAKK× + N¯
3
AHANLAN˙N˙
]
, (B.6)
αL = − 1
2M21H
2
(
L¯1 − 4L1hh+ − 8L1hh×
)
, (B.7)
αE = − 2
M22
[
N¯2T2Nh −Hb (2L2hK× + 3L2hK+)
]
, (B.8)
α1,A = − 1
M2A
LAKN˙ , (B.9)
α2,A = − 1
M2A
(LAh∂2h⊙ + 2LAh∂2h× + 3LAh∂2h+) , (B.10)
α3,A =
N¯A
M2A
(2LAh∂2N× + LAh∂2N+) , (B.11)
α4,A =
1
M2A
LA∂N∂N , (B.12)
α5 =
1
M21
L1S˙S˙ =
N¯r5
M21
L2S˙S˙ = −
1
M21 a
3
PS˙1S˙2 , (B.13)
α6 =
1
M21
L1N˙N˙ =
N¯3r3
M21
L2N˙N˙ = −
N¯
M21a
3
PN˙1N˙2 , (B.14)
α7 = − 2
M21
(
L1∂S˙h+ + 2L1∂S˙h×
)
+
1
M21H
(L1∂Sh+ + 2L1∂Sh× − L1hK+ − 2L1hK×) ,
(B.15)
α8 =
1
M21 a
3
(r2Ph2∂2N1× + 3Ph2∂2N1+), (B.16)
α9 =
1
M21 a
3
Ph1∂2N2+, (B.17)
α10 =
1
M21
L1h∂2h×, (B.18)
α11 =
1
M21 a
3
PK1K2+, (B.19)
α12 =
1
M21 a
3
(3PK1K2+ + PK1K2×) , (B.20)
α13 =
1
M21 a
3
[
r6
(
Ph2∂2h1⊙ + 3Ph2∂2h1×2
)
+ 9r4Ph2∂2h1+ + 3Ph2∂2h1×1
]
, (B.21)
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where we have defined N¯A such that N¯1 = 1 and N¯2 = N¯ , thus H1N = 0, H1N = HN , and
also H1 = H and H2 = Hb. Here, we have also introduced the ratio of the scale factors
r = b/a. The parameters MA have mass dimensions and appear multiplying the whole
quadratic action, whereas all the parameters αs are dimensionless and are the couplings
coefficients of the different interactions terms for the fields. For instance, the parameters
αHA , αTA , αBA , and αKA determine the interactions terms given by ΨA∂
2ΦA, ΨA∂
2ΨA,
ΦAΨ˙A and Φ
2
A, respectively. These parameters are generalisations of those present in the
parametrisation of dark energy models of [1, 9].
Finally, we comment on the fact that these 29 parameters can have different expressions
in terms of the functions Ls and P s, if we use relations between them given by the Noether
constraints. This is why parameters α5 and α6 have three equivalent expressions in equations
(B.13) and (B.14). For these specific parameters, these three expressions show that the
dynamical terms of the fields B1 with B2 and Φ1 with Φ2 are related to each other, signalling
the fact that the dynamical terms of these fields appear in a specific combination in the
action, and thus there is a field redefinition such as eq. (2.29), that can make two fields
appear as auxiliary fields (without time derivatives) instead of dynamical fields.
C Complete action without derivative interactions
If we avoid derivative interactions between both metrics, then 26 of the 29 previous param-
eters are fixed. Specifically, we find that the following 26 constraints:
M22 = −
N¯
2r3
(
2H˙M21 + ρm + Pm
)
(
H˙b −HNHb
) , (C.1)
αH1 = 0, αH2 = −
(N¯ − 1)
N¯
, (C.2)
αTA =
d lnM2A
d ln aA
, (C.3)
αB1 = 0, αB2 = −
(
N¯ − 1) (N¯ + 1)
N¯2
, (C.4)
αK1 =
6HbH˙
HNH2
+
1
2H2
(2ρm + Pm) +
3
2
(ρm + Pm)
Hb
HNH2
− 3αE (H −Hb)
ν2N¯HNH2
, (C.5)
αK2 = −
6
N¯2HNHb
[
HbHN
(
N¯2 − 2) + H˙b]− 3αE (H −Hb)
N¯HNH2b
, (C.6)
α1,A = α2,A = α3,A = α4,A = 0, (C.7)
α5 = α6 = α7 = α8 = α9 = 0, (C.8)
α10 =
1
8
(
d lnM21
d ln a
+ 1
)
, (C.9)
α11 = α12 = α13 = 0, (C.10)
where we have defined the scale factor aA such that a1 = a and a2 = b, and we have
introduced the ratio of the mass scales ν2 =M21 /M
2
2 . We can see that the quadratic bimetric
action without derivative interactions depends only on three independent free parameters:
αE , αL andM1, in addition to the four background functions a, b, N¯ and ϕ¯, which give three
additional independent free functions, due to the background equation (2.20).
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The resulting quadratic action can be written as:
S(2) = S
(2)
T1
+ S
(2)
T2
+ S
(2)
T1T2
+ S(2)ϕ , (C.11)
where S
(2)
TA
is the action for the self-interaction terms of the metric gAµν , whereas S
(2)
T1T2
is
the action for the interaction terms between both metrics, and S
(2)
ϕ includes all the terms
involving the matter perturbation δϕ in eq. (2.17). Notice that S
(2)
T1
does include the quadratic
terms of the metric perturbations coming from the matter action S
(2)
m . These actions are given
by:
S
(2)
T1
=
∫
d4x a3M21
[
−3Ψ˙21 − 6HΨ˙1Φ1 + 2a2∂2E˙1(Ψ˙1 +HΦ1)− 2Ψ˙1∂2B1
−
(
1 +
d lnM21
d ln a
)
Ψ1∂
2Ψ1 + 2Φ1∂
2Ψ1 − 2HΦ1∂2B1 −
(
3H2 − ˙¯ϕ
2
2M21
)
Φ21
+
r2Z
2(N¯ + r)
(
∂iB1
)
(∂iB1) + r
(
Z
d lnM21
d ln a
+ 2Z˜
)
Ψ1
(
3
2
Ψ1 − a2∂2E1
)
+
(N¯ − r)
H −HbHZΦ1
(
3Ψ1 − a2∂2E1
)
+ a4αLH
2
(
∂2E1
)2
+
(
Hb
(
N¯ − r)Z − (H −Hb)
ν2
r3αE
)(
3
2
1
HN
Φ21 +
HN
(H −Hb)2
Ψ1
(
3
2
Ψ1 − a2∂2E1
)
− 1
(H −Hb)Φ1
(
3Ψ1 − a2∂2E1
))]
, (C.12)
S
(2)
T2
=
∫
d4x N¯b3M22
[
−3 Ψ˙
2
2
N¯2
− 6Hb
N¯2
Ψ˙2Φ2 + 2
b2
N¯2
∂2E˙2(Ψ˙2 +HbΦ2)− 2Ψ˙2
N¯
∂2B2
−
(
1 +
d lnM22
d ln b
)
Ψ2∂
2Ψ2 + 2Φ2∂
2Ψ2 − 2Hb
N¯
Φ2∂
2B2 − 3H
2
b
N¯2
Φ22
+
ν2N¯Z
2r3(N¯ + r)
(
∂iB2
)
(∂iB2) +
ν2
N¯r2
(
Z
d lnM21
d ln a
+ 2Z˜
)
Ψ2
(
3
2
Ψ2 − b2∂2E2
)
+Hbν
2Z
(N¯ − r)
N¯r3(H −Hb)
Φ2
(
3Ψ2 − b2∂2E2
)
+
r
N¯
αLa
4H2ν2
(
∂2E2
)2
+
(
Hb
(
N¯ − r)Z − (H −Hb)
ν2
r3αE
)(
3
2
1
HN
Φ22 +
HN
(H −Hb)2Ψ2
(
3
2
Ψ2 − b2∂2E2
)
− 1
(H −Hb)Φ2
(
3Ψ2 − b2∂2E2
)) 1
r3ν2N¯
]
, (C.13)
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S
(2)
T1T2
=
∫
d4x M21a
3
[
−r
(
2Z˜ + Z
d lnM21
d ln a
)(
3Ψ2Ψ1 − a2Ψ2∂2E1 − b2Ψ1∂2E2
)
− Z N¯
(N¯ + r)
∂iB2∂
iB1 − Z (N¯ − r)
(H −Hb)
(
HΦ1
(
3Ψ2 − b2∂2E2
)
+HbΦ2
(
3Ψ1 − a2∂2E1
))− 2a2b2H2αL∂2E1∂2E2
+
(
Hb
(
N¯ − r)Z − (H −Hb)
ν2
r3αE
)(
3
HN
Φ1Φ2 + (Hb −H)
(
Φ1
(
3Ψ2 − b2∂2E2
)
+Φ2
(
3Ψ1 − a2∂2E1
))
+HN
(
3Ψ2Ψ1 − a2Ψ2∂2E1 − b2Ψ1∂2E2
)) 1
(Hb −H)2
]
.
(C.14)
Here, we have two mass scales for each metric M21 and M
2
2 , and we have introduced the mass
ratio ν2 = M21 /M
2
2 , and the scale factor ratio r = b/a. In addition, for ease of comparison
with massive bigravity, we have introduced two functions Z and Z˜ such that:
M21
(
N¯ − r)Z = Lˆ1KK×, (C.15)
rM21
(
Z
1
2
d lnM21
d ln a
+ 2Z˜
)
=
1
(Hb −H)
(
3H +
HNHb
(H −Hb)
)
Lˆ1KK× +
˙ˆ
L1KK×
(Hb −H) ,
(C.16)
where
Lˆ1KK× = ρm + Pm + 2H˙M
2
1 . (C.17)
We omit the expression for S
(2)
ϕ as it can be straightforwardly obtained from eq. (2.17). We
emphasise that the total parametrised action depends on 3+ 3 free independent functions of
time. There is a dependence on six parameters MA, Z, Z˜, αL and αE, in addition to the four
background functions a, b, N¯ and ϕ¯. However, Z and Z˜ are dependent functions according to
eq. (C.15)-(C.16), one background function is dependent through eq. (2.20), and M2 is also
dependent through eq. (C.1). Equivalently, we can consider the six independent parameters
to be MA, Z, Z˜, αL and αE , while the background functions would be dependent.
From the parametrised action shown here we can see that the fields ΦA and BA appear as
auxiliary variables, whereas the fields ΨA and EA have dynamical terms. This means that, in
general, this action propagates two physical scalar fields. Nevertheless, there are some trivial
cases in which no scalar is propagated. This happens if either M1 or M2 vanishes, and thus
all the dynamical terms of one of the metrics vanish (although these metrics can still have
non-derivative terms as long as the quantities ZM2A, Z˜M
2
A, αLM
2
A or αEM
2
A are finite). As
it is shown in Section 3, Eddington-inspired Born Infeld theory is an example of a gravity
model with M1 = 0 that does not propagate any scalar DoF. On the other hand, there are
also cases that propagate only one scalar DoF, such as massive bigravity, which is presented
in Section 3.
D The effect of derivative interactions
As it is shown in Section 3, when there are no derivative interactions between the metrics,
the kinetic terms of each metric correspond to linearized Einstein-Hilbert with a generalised
Planck mass. In the context of massive gravity, work towards theories that go beyond the
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ordinary Einstein-Hilbert terms include [96–98], although later on in [77] it was shown that
it is not possible to non-linearly complete the specific terms studied in previous analyses
without reintroducing the Boulware-Deser ghost below the cutoff-scale of the effective field
theory, concluding that there can be no new healthy Lorentz-invariant derivative interactions
in the metric formulation.
For completeness, in this section we briefly discuss the case in which we do allow
derivative interactions, which might be relevant in the context of Lorentz-breaking theo-
ries (although keeping linearised diffeomorphism invariance) due to the no-go theorem of
[77]. Lorentz-breaking massive gravity in flat space has been studied before as it avoids the
VDVz discontinuity and improves the strong coupling scale of the effective field theory [99–
101], giving an interesting alternative to the standard Fierz-Pauli theory of massive gravity.
Possible generalisations to curved space have also been studied [102], but they break lin-
ear diffeomorphism invariance, and thus they would not be included in the class of theories
studied in this paper.
In what follows, we will study theories with derivative interactions that propagate only
one scalar DoF. Such actions can be constructed in different ways, but as an example we
mention a case that has a similar structure to massive bigravity, that is, where the fields ΦA
and BA are auxiliary variables. For this to happen the 29 parameters presented on Appendix
B must satisfy the following constraints:
α5 = α6 = 0, α1,A = 0, α4,1ν
2 = rN¯3α4,2. (D.1)
Thus, the most general action satisfying these constraints will depend on 24 free parameters,
in addition the background free functions, and will propagate at most two scalar DoFs. In
such actions the fields EA and ΨA will appear as dynamical fields. In order to construct
ghost-free actions propagating only one scalar DoF we impose that one of the dynamical
fields is an auxiliary variable after integrating out the four auxiliary fields BA and ΦA. Again,
following the structure of massive bigravity, we impose that Ψ2 is an auxiliary variable. We
find that this can happen when different sets of constraints for the parameters are satisfied.
For instance, this happens if:
α4,1 = α12 = 0,
αK2HNH
2
b = 3
[
2H2bHN (2αB2 + 1)− 2HbH˙b(αB2 + 1)− αE(H −Hb)
]
,
α3,2r
3H = HbN¯
(6αB2 − αK2)(αH2 + 1)
6(αB2 + 1)
+Hbr
2ν2α8
(αK2 − 12αB2 − 6)
6N¯ (αB2 + 1)
+ 2Hν2α9,
αK1H
2M21 = (2ρm + Pm) + N¯r
3M22
(αK2 − 6αB2)2
(αK2 − 12αB2 − 6)
+ 6H2M21αB1 . (D.2)
Actions satisfying these five constraints propagate only one scalar DoF and, in general, have
derivative interactions between both metrics. In addition, we notice that the values for
the parameters in Appendix C set to avoid derivative interactions, along with the extra
constraint in eq. (3.4), are a particular case of the constraints presented here. Therefore,
actions satisfying eq. (D.2) are a direct generalisation of the non-derivative action shown in
Section 3.
In order to illustrate the form that the action can take now, equation (D.3) shows
the extra interaction terms that appear in the quadratic action, compared to the terms in
eq. (3.5), due to the new set of constraints given eq. (D.2), when α9 is a non-zero constant
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(and thus α3,2 6= 0 due to the constraints) and when the rest of the parameters take the same
value as those of Appendix C:
∆S
(2)
T1T2
=
∫
d4x 16a5α9M
2
1
[
N¯(
N¯2 − r2)
(
N¯∂2B2∂
2E˙1 + ∂
2B1∂
2E˙2
)
+Hb∂
2B2∂
2E1
+ 3
N¯2 (H −Hb)(
N¯2 − r2) a2 ∂2B2
(
Ψ1 +
Hr2(
N¯2 − r2)B1
)
− N¯∂2Φ2∂2E1
−a
2r2
N¯
Hb∂
2E2∂
2E˙1 +
a2r2
N¯
(
H˙b −HNHb + 3H2b
)
∂2E1∂
2E2
]
, (D.3)
where, for simplicity, we have assumedM1 andM2 to be constants. We can see that different
derivative interactions appear, including time and space derivatives. All these terms arise
because of the non-zero value of α9 and α3,2 solely.
It is important to mention that we have just shown one of the simplest cases that we can
have with derivative interactions. The most general model satisfying the set of constraints
given in eq. (D.2) has a large number of free parameters, namely 19. This shows that there
is a broad class of models with derivative interactions propagating only one scalar DoF at
the linear level around homogeneous and isotropic backgrounds. Further restrictions on the
parameters could be found by analysing the stability of the evolution of perturbations, as
well as by looking for healthy non-linear completions.
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